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Convolution kinetics and differential equation kinetics are compared as a means of describing kinetic schemes that include 
time-dependent transfer rate parameters. It is concluded that convolution kinetics must be used. The relevant equations are 
analysed in detail for the case of quenching and energy-transfer processes in which a transient term with a t - “* time dependence 
appears. 

1. Introduction 

A molecule, after being excited, may undergo during its lifetime a sequence of reactions. These include uni- 
molecular radiative and non-radiative deactivation and bimolecular processes involving another species pres- 
ent in the system. The bimolecular processes include excimer and exciplex formation, quenching and energy 
and electron transfer. Associated with these processes are rate coefficients that generally are time-dependent. 
This time dependence is well established for diffusion-controlled reactions [ 1 ] and energy transfer [ 2,3] in 
homogeneous media. Recently a large effort has been made to study the same kind of reactions in disordered 
systems [ 4-71. These studies, performed in Euclidean lattices of different dimensionality and fractal structures, 
clearly show the same kind of phenomena. 

In order to describe the time evolution of the excited species present in systems where time-dependent rate 
coefficients are involved, we need an appropriate mathematical formalism. In this work the usual mathematical 
formalism based on a set of differential equations is compared with a new formalism already proposed by 
Hauser et al. [ 8,9] and named “convolution kinetics”. The two formalisms give the same results when the rate 
coefficients are time independent. However, using some new arguments it is shown that only the “convolution 
kinetics” must be used to describe kinetic schemes that include time-dependent processes. This is clearly shown 
here for a specific kinetic scheme, often used in the analysis of experimental results. 

2. The photophysical model 

Let us consider reaction scheme 1. It is assumed that a molecule X is excited by a S-pulse of light giving an 
excited species X*. In this species X* can produce another species Y* (e.g. an excimer or exciplex or a new 
excited state of molecule X) with rate coefficient /3x. The species Y* can also give back X* with rate coefficient 
By. The excited species X* and Y* undergo deexcitation with rate coefficients ax and cyy and can be quenched 
or transfer energy to a new molecule Z with rate coefficients 6x(t) and 6,(t). This kinetic scheme has been 
used in studies of energy migration of excimer-forming polymers [ lo], quenching processes of excimers [ 111 
and exciplexes [ 121 and photosensitized reactions involving two excited states [ 13,141. 
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Scheme 1. 

3. Differential kinetics 

We are now in a position to describe ma~emati~l~y the physical process. For each excited species X* or Y* 
the “vacation in time” must be equal to what is formed minus what is dissipated per unit time. So the followiug 
system of ~ffere~tial equations for the ~n~entmtion of the excited species x(t) = [ X* 1, yf t) = [Y* ] is appar- 
ently the mathematical translation of the “physical model”, a natural extension of the set of equations for a 
long time when & and (rv are assumed to be time independent: 

dx(t)ldt = - [ok +Bx +~x(Olx(O +&Y(t) 3 (1) 

dy( t)ldt = - [ok +BY +~Y(~)lY(o+PxX(~) * (2) 

The fact that Y* cannot be obtained by direct excitation is translated mathematically by writing that for t= 0 

x(t=O)=x* , y(t=O)=y,=O, (3) 

implying that Y* is only obtained upon X* excitation. 
The integral formulation of eqs. ( 1) and ( 2) is given by 

y(t) =wI-+(OlJ exp[r-y(@l B~xf@ de, 

0 

(5) 

where 

I t 

tx(t)= 
5 

tax+Bx+dx(6)1 de, EY(~)= J tay+BYf4Y(@l do. (6) 
0 0 

A general solution of eqs. (1) and (2) is not known. However when Sx, Sv do not depend on time, the 
solution is easily obtained by standard methods. Using the eigenvalue method a single matrix equation can be 
introduced from ( 1) and ( 2 ) and a strai~tfo~~d resolution follows [ 15,1.6]. 
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4. The convolution kinetics 

The fact that we have obtained integral equations such as (4) and ( 5) suggests that another “mathematical 
description” can be invoked to describe the physical process under study using what may be called convolution 
kinetics. 

Let us consider first the time evolution of the species X*. At a given time t there is emission: (i) from the 
initially excited species X* which have not transferred their energy to Z nor given rise to Y* nor have suffered 
monomolecular deexcitation, namely 

* 

x0 exp 
(J 

- [a~+B~+~x)@)ld@ 
> 
=xoew[ -cx(t>l; 

0 

(7) 

(ii) from the excited species X* which have been formed after t= 0 and up to t = t which have not disappeared 
according to the exponential law above. These species have different “ages” since they have their origin on the 
species Y* formed (from X*) at different times. The amount of X* created in the interval oftime (t- 6, t- t?+d@) 
is given by &y( t- 0) do. The decay law of these species, obtained from the solution of eq. (1) when there is no 
second term, is 

t 

exp - 
(1 

[ax +SX +&(@)I do 
> 

=exp[ --Ed01 . (8) 
0 

Then the total amount of X* in time t coming out from Y* is given by a sum of terms, expressed mathematically 
as a convolution integral 

J exp1 -d@)l ~~~(t-e) d@ . (9) 
0 

This integral is invariant upon time shift as is imposed by physical reasons: the time at which molecules are 
excited cannot influence the decay law. Using the convolution properties [ 171, we can write eq. (9) as 

(10) 

The total amount of X* present in the system at time t is given by the sum of the two cont~butions, 
I 

x(t) = 
J 
expl -dt-011 BYY(@) @+x0 expI -edtll . (11) 

0 

As far as v(t) is concerned the arguments are the same, but there is no second term since there is no abortion 
byY aty=O, 

y(t)= exp[-~~(d-_)]Bxxf8)d6. J 
0 

As may be seen, the differential kinetics (eqs. (4) and ( 5)) and the convolution kinetics (eqs. (11) and (12)) 
are not equivalent if eX and ey do not vary linearly with t, 
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5. A specific case of ~e~e~ndent transfer rates 

The theories of diffusion-controlled reactions and diffusion-influenced non-radiative energy transfer in three- 
dimensional homogeneous media gives the indication that mainly for short times (of the order of picoseconds 
but in some cases even for the nanosecond region) the rate ~oeffl~ients Sx and llsv depend on time [ 1,181. At a 
first approximation for times near t =I: 0 relationships of the form 

s,(t)=rs~~ +Sg)t-“‘z 7 6,(t) z&t” -I-&%-“2 (13) 

have been used. 
We can now verify that even formally the problem is changed. In fact, from (4) and ( 5) we obtain 

t 

x(t) = 
s 

exp[ --(a, -f-j& +~~))(t-~)-2~~~~t*‘2 -#1’2)]~Yy(@) df? 
0 

Y(f) = s exp[-(cr,t-~u~6~))jt-8)-26~)(t”2-61’2)]~,x(B) d8 I 
a 

(14) 

(151 

which will be the mathematical translation of the problem for the differential equation kinetics. 
Turning now to the convolution kinetics, eqs. (11) and (12) take the form 

+exp[ - (ox +j!& +6~G)t-26f:)t*‘2].xo , (16) 

Compa~son between (14), (15) and (16), (17) shows again that the two kinetics are no longer equivalent 
althougb for time-independent rate coefficients they give precisely the same results, 

6. Discussion 

Since the two mathematical descriptions are not equivalent, we must discuss which one must be applied to 
the physical process which concerns us. 

It is a fact that, as a result of the X **Y* equi~b~um, there are molecules X* and Y* of diRerent “ages”. For 
any infinitesimal interval of time (t, t+dt) there are X* species formed from the Y* species present at that 
instant. These molecules “start acting” the reacting processes at the time they are formed. They decay according 
to the exponential law exp[ -ex( t)]. The same arguments apply to the Y* species, the decay being now 
expbYWl. 

It is obvious that the values of & and By to be used at t depend on the “age” of the excited species that 
produce the species under study, i.e. y(t) for x(t) and x(t) for y(t) . 

This shows that to obtain x(t) we must use all the cont~butions from y(t) of different “ages” and the same 
for y( t). This fact shows that it is the convolution kinetics that must be invoked. 
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We may conclude that whenever there is a time dependence of the rate coefficients & and 6, only the con- 
volution kinetics must be used. The fact that differential equation kinetics, for the case of time-independent & 
and &, give the same results may be invoked to use these kinetics, but in our view it is a wrong way to base the 
problem. Whenever there is a situation of different “ages” of the transferring species, differential equation 
kinetics should not be used. 

Let us consider the case in which there is no Y* species. We can adapt the previous equations using v(t) 
always equal to zero. The convolution kinetics and the differential equation kinetics lead to the same results. 
But now there is no question of X* species of different “ages”, since all the X* molecules are formed by the 
initial &pulse. 

The authors gratefully acknowledge several discussions with Professor Ferreira dos Santos from the Mathe- 
matical Department of the Technical University of Lisbon (LST). 
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